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LEAGUE CONVENES
AT SMITH COLLEGE
Far Eastern Situation Forms
Subject of Heated Dispute
in Open Session
MISS WOOLLEY SPEAKS
The sixth annual session of the
Model League of Nations, meeting
March 9, 10 and 11 at Smith College,
got under way on Friday morning
with the convening of the Council of
the League to discuss the Bolivia-
Paraguay dispute over the region of the
Gran Chaco. Bolivia and Paraguay
were escorted to the Council table in
order to be able to state their cases,
and a United States observer was in-
vited, by unanimous vote, to watch the
proceedings.
The Assembly adopted the report
submitted by the Conciliation Commis-
sion of American Neutrals, embodying
proposals that the case be taken up
by ^."-ographical experts, or, in case
they should fail to agree, submitted to
the Hague Tribunal for international
justice, and that meantime the Chaco
should be set up as a neutral zone. The
subcommittee of the Commission of-
fered a resolution to the effect that if
the disputing parties should not cease
hostilities within seventy-two hours, an
embargo on the export of arms to those
countries should be declared by the
other members of the League.
To this proposal the members of the
Council gave their assent, the United
States observer stating as her opinion
her certainty that her country would
cooperate in the matter of the
embargo.
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 2)
Students to Present Last
Program of Recital Series
The last of a series of three student
recitals will be held in Billings Hall, at
4:40 Friday afternoon, March 17. Fol-
lowing is the program:











ORGAN—Toccata and Fugue in D
Minor Bach
Priscilla Adams, '33













for Women in Court Work
Judge Kenneth D. Johnson, Asso-
ciate Judge of the District Court at
Quincy, discussed probation courts and
positions they offer for women at T.
'
Z. E. on Tuesday afternoon.
Probation differs from pardon, which
|
is an act of mercy, and from parole,
which occurs after conviction and im-
prisonment, in that the guilty indi-
vidual is set free on condition before
he is put in prison. Its advantages
and objectives are to spare criminals
from confinement, to save the cost of
prison maintenance, to gather inform-
ation about their subsequent actions,
and to try to salvage some good out
of them. At present, the chief aim of
putting a prisoner on probation is to
achieve permanent rehabilitation of his
character.
{Continued on Page 2, Cor. 4)
March 20 is Closing Date
for Students' Book Exhibit
The Exhibition of Students' Books
will close Monday, March 20. Stu-
dents are requested to call for thelr
books on and after that date at the
Treasure Room. Anyone wishing to
remove their book or books before that











on Influence of Montaigne
M. Henry Guy, Honorary Rector of the
University of Grenoble and Visiting
Professor at Harvard, spoke on the
subject Pourquoi Montaigne n'a pas
vieilli, on Tuesday evening, March 7.
The address was delivered in honor of
the four hundredth anniversary of
Montaigne's birth.
M. Guy began by placing Montaigne
against his historical background. He
explained that a knowledge of the Mid-
dle Ages was necessary in order to un-
derstand and appreciate the work of
Montaigne. It is through a compre-
hension of the cruel and dogmatic edu-
cation of the times, concerned with
rote learning and confined by religious
and social dogmas, and an understand-
ing of the lack of curiosity that char-
acterized the Middle Ages, in spite of
the evidence of a few great names, that
a true sense of Montaigne's importance
Is felt.
The coming of Montaigne was an
event. It is undeniable that he owed
a good deal of his character to the
advanced ideas of his father. He was
given a very careful and extremely
gentle education which inculcated in
him a true love of learning. He was
allowed to concentrate upon history
and morals, and to broaden his view-
point by travel.
This education resulted in the curi-
osity which is characteristic of Mon-
(Continued on Page 6, Col, 1)
Explains Steps Taken
to Aid Bank Crisis
The Present Banking Situation was
the subject of a lecture given in Billings
Hall the afternoon of March 13 by Mr.
Smith of the Economics Department.
Mr. Smith prefaced his talk by a brief
explanation of some banking principles
involved in the current crisis. The lia-
bilities created by demand deposits,
he explained, cannot be fully and im-
mediately met because a large part of
the banks' assets are composed of loans,
discounts, and securities which, al-
though basically sound, are not readily
convertible into cash. The small
amount of cash plus the deposits in
Federal Reserve Banks are insufficient
i to meet any abnormal demand for
money or gold.
Normally, the amount of money and
gold in circulation are only a fraction
of the total amount of deposits, but
this condition is not dangerous as long
as the rights to money are not ex-
ercised, the deposits being used rather
than money itself as circulating media.
There is no demand that money be
converted into gold until confidence in
the money is lost. At the present
time, confidence has been lost, and the
demands of depositors can be satisfied
only through sale of bank assets, which
conversion entails a great loss because
of the low sale value of such assets.
I
During the week ending March 1,
$2,157,000,000 was withdrawn from the
banks, and during the week ending
March 8—which really includes only
two days, since the bank holiday was
declared then — the withdrawal
amounted to $1,951,000,000. These de-
(Continued an Page 6. Col. 1)
Professor Greene Chooses
Numbers for Organ Program
Professor Greene, of the Music De-
partment, will present an organ re-
cital in Memorial Chapel at 4:30 P. M.,
Sunday. His program will include:
Gavotte in B Flat Major Handel
Prelude Clerambault (1676-1749)
Pachelbel
Prelude and Fugue in G Major Bach
Stcilienne from the "Second Sonata
for Flute and Clavier" Bach
Canon in B Minor Schumann
Andante Cantabtle from the "String
Quartet," Opus 11 Tschaikowsky
Chorale-Prelude: "Ich Dank Dir,
Lieber Herre" Karg-Elert
Meditation from the "First Organ
Symphony" Widor
Toccata from the "Suite Gothique"
Boellmann
Attention, Juniors
Some days ago. Miss Clare M.
Tousley told you of the opportuni-
ties of Junior Month. During July
a group of Juniors, one selected
from each of the well-known
women's colleges of the East, meet
in New York City to study social
problems and methods of social ser~
vice. This is one of the most won-
derful experiences possible to a col-
lege girl. Don't miss it, Juniors!
You will find a paper posted on
your class board where you may
sign to go to Junior Month. If you





The Department of History and Po-
litical Science offers two prizes:
1. The Woodrow Wilson Prize in
Modern Politics, to be awarded at com-
mencement to the member of the sen-
ior class who presents the best paper
on some political phase of the nine-
teenth or twentieth centuries.
2. The Erasmus Prize, to be award-
ed at commencement to the member
of the senior class who presents the
best paper on some historical subject,
using mainly source material.
Rules Governing the Competition
1. Papers must be left in Room 118,
Founders Hall, not later than May 31.
2. Competitors must submit two
typewritten copies of their papers. Each
copy must be signed by a pseudonym
and accompanied by a sealed envelope
containing the author's name and
pseudonym.
3. Papers must be properly docu-
mented, must contain critical bibli-
ography, and must be based, as far as
possible, upon source material.
4. No paper may be submitted for
both prizes.
5. No honors papers may be sub-
mitted for the Erasmus Prize.
Elisabeth Hodder,
Chairman of History Department
Make Schedule for Coming
Major and Minor Elections
Major Elections
Voting for officers will be held in the




March 17, 18, 19.
Announcements—5 P. M.. Monday,
March 20. Court of Green Hall.
Minor Elections
Nominations—Tuesday, March 21.





Finals—Monday afternoon, March 27,
to Wednesday morning, March 29.
Announcements—5 P. M., Wednes-
day, March 29, Court of Green Hall.
All candidates for minor offices are
urged to attend the Nominees' Teas,
held for the purpose of acquainting
them with their future duties.
Noted Singer Tells Story
of Life and Public Career
By Cynthia Dudley
It was the interviewer's first attempt
at such a job, and she clutched her
note-book nervously as she went up
the walk of the attractive Wellesley
Hills home where the singer was stay-
ing. She had no idea how to start;
obviously the idea was to get the ar-
tist started on some subject, but one
couldn't just say "Talk!" and wait
with pencil poised to record the forth-
coming opinions. However, here she
was at the door, and there was little
to do but ring the bell and await de-
velopments.
Miss Braslau herself opened it. She
had just come in from outside, and
her flushed cheeks and shining brown
eyes, above the dark green suit she
wore, presented so friendly and charm-
ing an appearance that the novice felt
a surge of confidence return. In a
few minutes they were seated in the
living-room. "Well," said the singer
smilingly, "what do you want to
know?"
"I can't really tell—that is, any-
thing you want to say: er—would you
tell me something about how you got
started in the musical profession?"
"You've given me an easy subject,"
said the low. vibrant voice. "My par-
ents were both Russian and I have al-
ways lived in New York City. My
father had a really beautiful singing
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 2)
DANCERS PRESENT
STORY OF SHAGPAT




The students of Wellesley College
and of the Graduate Department of
Hygiene and Physical Education will
present a Dance Drama on Wednes-
j
day evening, March 29, in Alumnae
Hall at 8:00 P. M.
The subject for this year's Drama is
The Shaving of Shagpat, a choreo-
graphic version of George Meredith's
satirical fantasy. By virtue of the
Identical, a magic hah*, planted in his
foolish pate by Noorna bin Noorka, the
Eclipser of Reason, Shagpat the tailor
gains mastery over the minds of men.
His somewhat vacant brain conceives
the idea of letting his hair and beard
grow to an enormous thatch. This
unsightly fashion spreads through the
villages of Persia until the barbers,
fearing to display their tackle, are~near
starvation. The drama unfolds the
adventures of the barber. Shibll Baga-
rag, who with the help of sorceresses
and genii wins the Sword of Aklis, be-
comes Master of the Event, wars with
the opposing forces of supernature and
shears Shagpat.
Those of you who recall the Dance
Drama given last year will be inter-
ested in the verse speaking choir un-
der the direction of Miss Cecile de
Banke, of the Department of Speech,
which is featured in this year's pro-
gram. A group of six dances pre-
sented with the choir will include
(Continued on Page 2, Cot. 1)
To Offer Katharine Coman
Prize for History Essay
Through the generosity of Professor
Katharine Lee Bates, the Departments
of History and Political Science and
Economics and Sociology are able to
offer the Katharine Coman Prize for
the best essay on some aspect of so-
cial or economic history. The con-
test is open to members of the junior
and senior classes, and is not lim-
ited as to country or period.
Rules governing the competition:
1. Papers must be left in Room 115,
Founders Hall, not later than
June 3.
2. Competitors are asked to submit
three typewritten copies of their
papers, each copy to be signed by
a pseudonym and accompanied by
a sealed envelope containing the
author's name and pseudonym.
3. Papers should be properly docu-
mented; should contain a critical
bibliography; and should be based
as far as possible on source
material.
Elizabeth Donnan,
Chairman of Department of Economics
and Sociology.
Lectures about Bryn Mawr
Classes for Working Girls
Miss Hilda Smith spoke at Billings
Hall on Monday evening, March 13, on
the subject of the industrial summer
school held for working girls on the
Bryn Mawr campus. Miss Smith said
that most of these girls have gone no
further in school than the sixth grade
and when they first get to the sum-
mer school they are completely over-
awed at the idea of education. They
feel out of place and ill at ease.
In order to help them become ac-
customed to the idea of studying, the
classes are as informal as possible,
many of them being held out of doors.
So many of the girls could not even
read or write English, that the hun-
dred students were divided into five
groups according to their ability along
this line. These groups were started
{Continued on page 2, col. 4)
Miss Solano will Lecture
in Founders Hall March 24
Miss Maria A. Solano, director of
the Modern Foreign Language De-
partment of the Boston public schools,
will lecture in Spanish on Friday,
March 24, at 4:40, in Room 24 of Foun-
ders Hall. The subject of the lecture
will be Relaciones culturales entre
Espana y la America espanola. All




MARCH 13 TO 18










On Tuesday, March 21, Miss Doris
Hough of the Leadership Staff of the
Girl Scouts in New York City head-
quarters, comes to Wellesley to speak
upon professional work with the or-
ganization. Miss Hough will speak of
the training, requirements and salaries
for such paid workers, in this excellent
field for those who enjoy working with
young girls. The meeting is at 4:40 at
T. Z. E. House. Tea is served at 4:15.
All are invited. If any student wishes
to consult Miss Hough personally, an
opportunity will be given if she will no-
tify the Personnel Bureau.
FIVE DAYS WITH SOCIAL
AGENCIES IN BOSTON
For the spring vacation Miss Eliza-
beth Rice, Head of the Social Service
work in the Boston Dispensary, is
planning for Wellesley students an un-
usual program of visits to social cent-
ers in Boston and residence at a set-
tlement house. As may be seen from
the outline, these will be stirring days
when the visitors meet people in va-
rious lines of social work, have con-
ferences, attending meetings and dis-
cussions. The evenings will include
social and other events, as well as
meeting people at the settlement where
one lives, going to interesting places.
Those who live near Boston may Join
the group each day instead of living
at the settlement. In any case it is
desirable that the entire program be
undertaken, for it is planned in a spe-
cial order and with certain objectives.
ProgTam
Time: April 3 to 8, 1933
Place: Boston.
Plan:
I. To visit at least one social
agency which will show one of
the following fields of social
work:




4. Psychiatric social work.
5. Group work.
6. Research work in the social
field.
II. By conferences, to link the var-
ious fields of social work to-
gether and explain how social
work functions in a city.
III. To meet some of the leaders in
social work in Boston.
Residence: There will be an oppor-
tunity for a few students to reside
in settlement houses during this ex-
perience, at a small cost.
Registration: It is necessary to know
by March 24th the number of stu-
dents who plan to have this ex-
perience and those who wish to
live in a settlement. Notify the




(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)
Vachel Lindsay's Mysterious Cat,
Walter de la Mare's Off the Ground,
and Hilaire Belloc's Tarantella. The
remainder of the program consists of
solo and group dances, including Pro-
kofleff's March, Grlffe's White Peacock,
and Dance in Canon Farm, all with
percussion accompaniment.
Elizabeth Ludlum and her commit-
tee are doing an unusual piece of work
in designing and constructing masks
for the sorceresses, monkeys, and asses.
Chairmen of committees are:
Production Jennie Dyke
Music Miss Johnson
Costumes Inge Von Lewinski
Dorothy Dunning
Properties Elizabeth Ludlum





Adviser Miss Cecile de Banke
STUDENTS CONVENE
FOR MODEL^LECTURE
(.Continued From Page 1, Col. 1)
The first plenary session of the Sixth
Assembly of the Model League was held
immediately after the meeting of the
Council on Friday morning. The speak-
ers were introduced and the routine
business conducted by J. Alfred Guest,
Amherst, '33, president of the Execu-
tive Committee of the League. Mrs.
George B. Ford, vice-president of the
Smith College Board of Trustees, wel-
comed the delegates and delivered a
message from President Neilson, ex-
pressing his interest in the meeting
and his regret that absence from
Northampton prevented his attendance
in person.
President King of Amherst College
gave a short address in which he em-
phasized the importance of the at-
tempt being made to see world prob-
lems from the points of view of differ-
ent nations.
President Elected
S. Morton Isaac, Yale, '33, was elected
president of the Assembly, and the
agenda outlined by the Executive Com-
mittee was adopted. The nations pres-
ent voted to invite representatives of '.
the United States and Soviet Govern-
ments to attend as unofficial delegates.
The invitation was accepted, the Soviet
representative expressing his desire to
see "more useful accomplishment and
less useless talk" in the present meet-
ing of the Assembly than heretofore.
At the second session of the Assem- 1
bly on Saturday morning, reports of
!
the committees which had met to con-
|
sider the world economic situation and
the question of disarmament were dis-
cussed and voted on. A resolution pro-
j
posing a return to an international gold
,
standard was adopted by the Assem-
bly with no opposition. The recom-
mendation for meetings of central bank
representatives in co-operation with
the Directors of the Bank of Interna-
tional Settlements, with the possible
establishment of a gold stabilization
fund, was also accepted. Resolutions
concerning tariff commissions and re-
strictions were warmly contested, espe-
cially with regard to considerations of
bi-lateral treaties with most-favored-
nation clauses.
The Disarmament Committee sub-
mitted a Draft Convention having to do
with supervision and publicity in the
manufacture of arms. Articles of the
Convention require export and import
licenses for the transportation of arms
from one country to another, and pub-
lished statements listing the licenses of
arms manufactured. The Convention,
with an amendment providing for the
establishment of an international arms
depot, was accepted by the Assembly
with reservations made by several of
the countries voting.
Luncheon Address
At the luncheon given Friday noon
for the delegates to the Model League,
Miss Mary E. Woolley, President of
Mount Holyoke College and well-known
authority on international affairs, gave
a short talk on the efforts that have
been, and that are to be made toward
world peace. After outlining briefly
the history of the 1932 Disarmament
Conference at Geneva, she called atten-
tion to the fact that committees are
at the present time carrying on their
work in preparation for a second meet-
ing, work which, in face of a "disap-
pointing" world situation has little
mention in the daily news. Obstacles
to progress, in the far-eastern situa-
tion, in the debt question, and particu-
larly in the prevalence of the "armed
mind" were pointed out. Miss Woolley
stressed the fact that the security of
good-will which is eagerly sought at
Geneva can only be attained by a "cul-
tivation of the subsoil of men's minds."
Quoting the remark made to her:
"You in the United States are so good
at beginning things, but you don't
carry them out," she said that America
cannot hope to share in the profits of
international peace without paying the
price of international responsibility.
On Saturday afternoon, the report of
the Advisory Committee of Twenty-
One on the Slno-Japanese Situation
came up for discussion before the
Assembly. A majority report received
the unanimous affirmatory vote of the
Assembly. The report "recommends to
the Assembly that the governments of
the member states of the League use
their influence to discourage financial
loans both of a public and private
nature to the Japanese government
and to public and private interests In
Japan. The committee believes that
this can best be accomplished if both
members and non-members of the
League will take the proposed action."
The Mexican delegate called for the
withdrawal of diplomatic representa-
tives from Japan by all the member
nations of the League. After a brief
discussion the President of the As-
sembly rose to read a telegram from
President Henry Puy-yi of Manchukuo
requesting admission of that state to
the League. President Isaac declared
that observers from Manchukuo were
in Geneva and were prepared to ad-
dress the Assembly if it cared to hear
them and that the Japanese delega-
tion had returned to take its seat.
These announcements nearly precipi-
tated a riot in the Assembly room,
Bulgaria, China, Honduras, Paraguay
and Austria violently objecting to
granting permission for a hearing
to the Manchukuans, Austria, in-
deed, going to the length of calling the
League delegates "crawling hypo-
crites" for their lack of decisive ac-
tion. On the other hand, France,
Bolivia and Siam strongly favored
giving Manchukuo the right to
be heard. The Siamese delegate, Mal-
colm Hoffman of Harvard, made sev-
eral dramatic speeches pleading the
case of the newly organized state.
Dispute Runs Riot
The disorder grew so great, with
delegates all over the Assembly de-
manding the floor, that an adjournment
was declared in order to discuss the
question with the Committee on Legal
Procedure. When the Assembly recon-
vened after a period of fifteen minutes,
the Bolivian proposal to admit the
Manchukuan delegates to state their
case before the Assembly was voted no.
A proposal to refer the question to the
Committee of Twenty-One was de-
feated. Before the vote, the Presi-
dent declared that the Japanese dele-
gation had left the room and when
the roll-call had been taken, he read a
telegram from the Japanese govern-
ment announcing its withdrawal from
the League, a step to become effective
at the end of two years. The at-
tention of the delegates was then di-
rected back to the Mexican proposal,
which was voted no.
At the end, a critique was given by
Sir Herbert Ames in which he com-
mended the firm preparatory work of
the executive committee, the excellent
balance of the agenda and suggested
that the Model League be made really
international in character by inviting




(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)
by having the girls discuss their own
personal experience in industry.
The industrial summer school feels
that its undertaking is a very worth-
while one in that its students go out
and talk about the school to other
working girls. Some of them, as a re-
sult of their training here, have formed
co-operative leagues. Most of them
have gained the knowledge of the ex-
istence of libraries in their own cities
and the desire to frequent them, and
have lost the former shyness which
would have seized them on such an oc-
casion.
costs $35 a year, while a prisoner costs
$350. As a result of the spread of this
method in recent years, Massachusetts
has not built a new cell in a quarter
of a century, and has closed five re-
formatories.
The success of probation cases de-
pends on the care with which they are
chosen, and how they are supervised
after they have left the court. They
undergo treatments by a doctor, psy-
chiatrist, psychologist, and sociologist,
who try to find the cause of criminal
tendencies and then eliminate them.
Women are particularly well suited
to work as supervisors in such cases.
The candidate should have a college
education and training in social work.
She should be attractive, adaptable,
emancipated in her thinking, and emo-
tionally mature. The salaries range
from $1800 to $2600 per year.
LECTURES ON WORK
OF WOMEN IN COURT
(Continued From Page 1. Col. 1)
Judge Johnson pointed out that
very often confinement is not neces-
sary to protect the public from crim-
inals. Eighty per cent of the individ-
uals given probation have made good.
Sixty per cent of those in prisons are
there for repeated offences, for whom
probation has failed. A probationer
EASTER VACATIONFLY HOME for







While possibly a bit previous, our honesc con-
gratulations are extended to those of you be-
ing honored this week by your fellow students
in election to undergraduate offices of Welles-
ley College; honors—expressions of trust and
admiration for many exemplory qualities—that
should be a source of much pride and pleasure
now and in years to come.
AN INVITATION
We invite you, if your new duties bring you
in contact with publication or printing, to
call on us for such suggestions or assistance
as we may be able to render ... it will be a
pleasure.
Your early visit and inspection of our facilities
would be greatly appreciated.
Wellesley Press, Inc.
WELLESLEY, MASS.
Advisedly printers to students of Wellesley College by vir-








Harris tweed type coat,
$16.75
Tweed Riding Coats, $16.75
Cavalry twill breeches, $7.50
Turtle neck sweater, $3.0O
String gloves, $1.50








Riding jodphurs, $3.95 to $15
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SOME of Perry's friends and ac-
quaintances are already deep in
their pre-vacation dieting and exer-
cising. They "roll" in their bathing
suits after ten o'clock, and since lots
of room is necessary, the library is
commandeered as a gymnasium. In
the midst of these serpentine activities
one night, the nightwatchman ap-
peared, and stopped short, in his
rounds. "It's all right," they hastened
to assure him, "we're just exercising."
"Well," said he slowly, "I was jest rig-
germ' how I was gotn' to get through
without steppin' on you!"
PERRY wasn't invited to the Soph-
omore tea-dance last Saturday, and
his nose is out of Joint. But perhaps
it's Just as well he went to the movies
instead, if such tales as he has heard
are true; it seems that a very-much-
distracted Sophomore rushed up to Miss
Christian with tears in her eyes, to say
that she was in a terrible predicament,
and what should she do? Her date
was of the blind variety, and, cut in
upon during the first dance, she sud-
denly realized that she couldn't remem-
ber what the lad looked like, and had
lost him! How the difficulty was solved
is not on record, but Perry is glad to
have been spared a similar fate.
IT might be appropriate to insert here
mention of the furore caused by a
line in one of the Barn plays that night.
"Where can a man find a woman he
can trust?" came from the stage; and
immediately there came from the au-
dience an outburst of clapping, buzzing,
and hooting. Perry hopes there is no
connection between these two stories.
a • *
PERRY is much intrigued by the pre-
parations going on up at Alumnae
for Dance Drama. Every day in the
week the place is full of cavorting fig-
;
ures, the stage, the ballroom, the lob-
' bies, even the halls. Perry had a hard
time getting through the building the
|
other day; he was pierced by a wooden
;
sword, lured by a Siren, and stepped
on by a donkey (just wait till you see
the donkeys); but the most startling
thing was to come upon the props com-
mittee busy in a corner making mon-
key-faces!
* * 4
A member of the Administration istelling this story on herself, so
Perry, always generous, passes it on to
you. In a conference the other day
the Administrator was doing official
business with a girl with a distinctive
and unusual name. "Is this your full
name?" asked she. "Why, no," an-
swered the girl, "I have a middle name
but I never use it. I think that mv
name is distinctive enough without it,
don't you? Of course if it were Mary
Smith, for instance, I'd use the mid-
dle name." They say that the girl is
still blushing.
PERRY is not often given to moral-
izing, so he gives you this story for
what it is worth. In spite of progres-
sive education, it seems that the young-
er generation is following along the
old familiar ways. Perry was crossing
the square the other day. his mind in-
tent on the banking situation, when
a harassed mother passed by him,
dragging her small daughter by the
hand. As he reached the curb Perry
heard her say: "No, dear, nice girls
don't look around when people
whistle!"
PERRY had a joyous time laughing
at the Economics Committee of
the Model League, over the tongue-
twisting efforts of one delegate who
excitedly pointed out the bad situation
in the "shoot and boo" industry in the
United States.
* * *
IT'S a bit early for seniors to begin
getting absent minded. That sort of
thing usually comes later in the spring.
But there was one who, on her way
to Barn on Saturday night, reached
into her desk for her ticket and drew
out only the blue ticket of the concert
series which admitted one to the Bras-
lau recital. Her expression changed
from surprise to bewilderment to des-
pair. "But I went to the Braslau con-
cert," she muttered, as light began to
dawn. Then, there was the other sen-
ior who. arising a bit too early perhaps.
sat down to breakfast, carefully sugared
her cereal and poured cream into the
sugar bowl, while she sleepily discussed
the idiocies of New England weather.
PERRY has always been fascinated
by the intriguing false tooth of one
of his friends. It is a trick false tooth,
capable of being pulled and snapped
back into its socket pushed into the
foreground of the mouth or hidden out
of sight. It has been one of Perry's
pet diversions in the midst of ocasion-
al less stimulating moments. But now
Perry is in despair. The tooth has
been lost and Perry has been going
around all week-end with his head
down and eyes busy in the hope that
the lost member will turn up some-
wheres. It is a great pity.
THE Mathematics Club will hold its
monthly meeting Friday, March 17
at 7:30 P. M. in Phi Sigma house. The
feature of the evening is a debate on
the question of whether the study of
mathematics should be for practical or
theoretical purposes.
YE Pressman chanced to hear the
other day of a case which is un-
usual; in fact, it is more than unusual,
it is startling. It was overheard from
some of her friends that a certain jun-
ior found she couldn't do all the read-
ing necessary in a source book in the
Libe; she would have to take it home.
but was completely baffled as to how
to sign for it since she had not in the
course of her two and one-half years
at Wellesley taken a book out of the
Library—and stranger yet, she's not
on Pro.
WELLESLEY was represented at the
meeting of the Rhode Island As-
sociation of Teachers of Mathematics
held at Brown University on March
11 by Professor Lennie Phoebe Cope-
land of the Department of Mathe-
matics. Miss Copeland spoke on a sub-
ject of much interest both to prospec-
tive college students and to teachers
of mathematics in college: The Reli-
ability of the College Entrance Board
Examinations,
* * •
IP one happened to look out of the
court windows at Tower a short time
ago one might have thought that Wel-
lesley was tending toward a decidedly
outdoor movement, for on the flag-
stones which lead up from the lake was
a fair damsel reclining peacefully while
some laughter floated down from the
heights above. Apparently rested, she
finally arose and tried to toss the pil-
lows back to their owner, but she had
not taken baseball and was, alas, un-
able to reach the right window. At
this point another head appeared out
of a lower story window and volun-
teered to help the pillow up. It was
no use; one simply cannot throw back-
wards. The last that was seen was
several more pillows drifting down ac-
companied by a few stuffed dogs and
cats.
Perry the Pressman
Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M. A.
DENTIST
Colonial Bid? WeL U12-M
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Thafs the part Turkish
Tobaccos play in making
Chesterfields Taste Better
SMOKERS notice a certain "touch" in
Chesterfields that comes from having
just enough Turkish tobacco in them ... a
spicy, aromatic flavor that's much the same
to a cigarette as seasoning is to food.
For only by blending and cross-blending
the right amounts of mild Domestic tobaccos
with the right amount of Turkish can we
get the flavor and aroma that Chesterfield
smokers enjoy.
Next time, ask for "The Cigarette that
Satisfies". . . you'll get Chesterfields, with
Milder, Better Taste.
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It would be a bit ridiculous
Thirteen to accuse Wellesley girls of
being afraid of the weather.
and perhaps harsh to accuse them of
utter lack of interest in subjects not
directly pertinent to courses, but what
other reason can we give for an audi-
the trouble to see if the ashes were
dead or not. Matches dropped wher-
ever they happened to be used, and the
four alcoves in the Great Hall—after
the dance—were found full of cigar-
ette ends, ashes and burnt matches,
although it had been stipulated that
ence totalling thirteen at an all-college no smoking was to be there. One of
lecture? Or can it be that two lee- the patronesses of the afternoon, who
tures in one day are too much for our has had experience in Alumnae Hall.
over-burdened minds? Are we so shal-
low that we turn out in full force to
hear about our financial situation, and
are too apathetic to learn about more
basic social problems? It sends our
hopes of increasing intellectual inter-
est and broadmindedness crashing when
such incontrovertible evidence of self-
ish concern is brought to our atten-
tion. We realize that many people
have no interest in social problems and
that many are just too busy to go to
some lectures, but surely more than a
handful out of a large college should
have the interest to attend a lecture.
If the attendance at lectures must be
required by professors for their courses.
we might just as well stop having out-
side lectures, and if we cannot find
enough interest to go voluntarily, it is
proof that we are stagnating and are





We are impressed by the extremely
sane way in which the week and more
of Bank Holiday was accepted by the
American public in general. If we are
to accept as authority newspaper re-
ports of banking activities since the
holiday has been called orf—and there
is no reason why we shouldn't—the
public, in New York and Boston at
least, has reacted just as favorably to
the reopening of the banks. That
President Roosevelt's plea for confi-
dence was not as badly needed as
might have been expected is evident
from the fact that New Yorkers ran
yesterday to put their money back
into the banks. This expression of
confidence in our banking system must
be gratifying to the men who have
suddenly been called to accept new re-
sponsibilities. It would be exaggera-
tion, we think, to say that we Ameri-
cans are the only people capable of
living through a panic without any too
obvious upheaval. Perhaps our soon-
to-be-four-year intimacy with the de-
pression has worn us down to the
point at which nothing, however foun-
dation-shaking, can trouble us any
more; and no longer capable of al-
ternating between heights of optimism
and depths of pessimism, we live in a
state of desperate neutrality. Whether
this be the case or whether we have
acted as our better nature prompted
us, we have weathered rather well the
worst stages of the crisis.
It remains to be seen how the gov-
ernment, backed by the people, is go-
ing to take us the rest of the long
way to prosperity. A new banking
bill, a beer bill may be passed by
Congress, signed by the President and
eventually become law. Other meas-
ures are perhaps being evolved now
which will work toward betterment of
the situation. Bankers, leaders of in-
dustry, merchants may gradually see
the way through. Business itself may
pick up. Nothing can be done, how-
ever, unless the people maintain this
sane attitude, unless they guard
against the reactions that sometimes
occur when heavy pressure is released.
If we will cooperate with the adminis-
tration and if the administration will
cooperate with us, surely we can look
forward to something more encourag-
ing than the present situation. It
would be comforting to be able to
think that twenty-five years from now
our country would be on its feet, well
provided with safeguards against an-
other such depression as this one, that
the world would be on a more stable
basis. We can do more than hope for
such things to happen, we can help
them to happen.
Debating Club
The passing of the old Liberal Club,
with the subsequent rise of the Inter-
national Relations Club, was hailed as
a sign of the transformation of a some-
what lethargic interest in "world prob-
lems," into the active focussing of at-
tention on a definite line of study. In
the three years of the organization's
existence enormous steps forward have
been made. The large delegation Wel-
lesley sent to the Model League this
year indicates a lively interest, and a
desire to co-operate, in intercollegiate
discussions of current problems.
Discussion in large groups is, of
course, possible only on a formal basis.
There is a growing realization of the
need for practice in carrying on such
formal discussions. It is no credit to
Wellesley that her Debating Club was
allowed to die a natural death some
years ago. Agora has staged debates
to which a fair proportion of the Col-
lege has shown itself sympathetic, and
it appears that debating forms an oc-
casional part of the program of some
of the courses offered in technical sub-
jects. Early in the year a number of
students expressed their desire to take
part in a move to revive organized de-
bating as an end in Itself. A move to
instigate concerted action is now un-
der way, and the co-operation of the
many who should be interested will
be a welcome sign that we do not in-
tend to lag behind in an endeavor that
is fast spreading among the other col-
leges.
Comprehension and discussion are
prerequisites to any action. We con-
sider it a duty and a privilege to take
advantage of lectures for which we
read posted notices. It seems unfair to
allow the College Lecture Committee
and the officers of the Internation Re-
lations Club to take the only initiative.
The next step is obvious, and it is
hoped that efforts to effect it will not
be killed by indifference.
Doubtless the sturdy, stal-
wart students are the pivot
upon which the college turns,
the backbone of the organiza-
tions, and perform any other
trite and questionably flattering func-
tions you may wish to mention, but,
especially upon a bleak, drizzling day,
we should like to object, not to the
sturdiness but to the great, serious at-
titude which so often accompanies it.
Earnest souls are admirable, but rarely
pleasant to live near, in our estimation;
we vastly prefer to live next door to a
nice lunatic rather than to a conscien-
tious student whose sense of humor
disappeared with the winter snows.
Granted that life has its problems, but,
after we have discussed the jolly fact
in one of its minor phases by writing
six papers in three days, why must we
have it amplified by hearing about
woeful tales of the shoe industry in
Lynn or the potato crops of Iowa? Or
why must people make valiant as-
saults upon our- habits of turning off
alarm clocks, or burden themselves
with our chances of salvation? A
blithe spirit is a joy forever—if we
may be pardoned for combining Shel-
ley and Keats in an unorthodox fashion
—and we wish such spirit would chirp
more frequently in these grim days.
consoled me by saying it was only
what might have been expected when
smoking was consented to; that Alum-
nae Hall had often looked that way
after a function. But Tower Court is
not Alumnae Hall. It is a residence
and should be respected as much. Built
by a woman who dedicated it— in the
words of a distinguished Faculty—to
gracious living, with the hope that stu-
dents who had not had the privilege
before coming to College of being sur-
rounded by beauty of line and color
might be uplifted by an appreciation
of all it suggests.
If the Sophomores who were our
guests Saturday do not look upon Tow-
er Court as a residence, but regard it in
the light of a country club, I should
like to add that I have been in many
country clubs in many parts of the
world, but never have I seen such a
display of bad taste and destruction
as I saw last Saturday, after the dance
—when the halls were empty. Cigar-
ette ends by the score on the rugs and
floor, ashes and burnt matches every-
where. The effect was appalling.
Martha Wheelwright
FREE PRESS COLUMN
All contributions tor this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Initials or numerals
will be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements in this column.
Contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 11 A. M. on
Monday.
SOPHOMORE TEA DANCE
To the Wellesley College News:
On Saturday the Sophomores gave a
Tea Dance in Tower Court. The fol-
lowing is not addressed to the mem-
bers of that class who live in Tower,
and who show every day their appre-
ciation of its beauty, but to those who
came to the dance from the outside.
Not long ago the following ruling
came to us from Senate, to effect that
regulations for smoking on special oc-
casions be permitted at the discretion
of the Head of House. When the com-
mittee for the Tea Dance made the
arrangement for the dance they asked
if there could be smoking on the main
floor. As it had been left to my dis-
cretion, and as I did not want those at-
tending the dance to suffer from not
being able to enjoy the freedom of
Alumnae Hall, it was agreed there
could be smoking in the East and West
halls and in the Faculty and Student
parlors, but not in the Great Hall. One
may easily imagine the dismay of not
only the Head of House, but of the
staff on duty, to see how wantonly this
smoking privilege was abused. Half
smoked cigarettes were thrown by the
dozens on the floor, some ground into
the beautiful Chinese rugs by heels
—
the owners of which not even taking
A. K. X. SEMI-OPEN
To the Wellesley College News:—
We are sorry to say that one more
of our illusions has been shattered.
We thought that criticism in the
News had at last grown up and "put
away childish things." Our bone of
contention is that critics of student
activities are not always chosen for
their fitness to the position. We are
not alone in thinking it should be
someone who has an understanding
and at least a basic knowledge of the
material discussed. Lack of under-
standing and appreciation preclude the
possibility of constructive criticism,
which alone has justification in a col-
lege newspaper. The article on the
A. K. X. semi-open play with its luke-
warm phrases shows plainly the in-
security of the critic's position in re-
gard to Greek drama. Let us have
something definite; constructive cri-
ticism, or none at all.
I
Euripides' dramas were written for
the vast expanse of stage and orches-
tra afforded by the ancient amphi-
theatres. We, on the contrary, are re-
stricted by a small stage in a society
house, which does not permit the chorus
or the main characters free play in
the parts they must interpret. Per-
haps this accounts for the feeling the
critic had that the chorus furnished
too "obtrusive" a background.
The comparison of a society play to
one given by Barn is, we feel, ill-
founded and unjust. In the first place,
societies have a limited number from
which to choose a cast; and society
membership is not determined by dra-
matic talent. But what is more im-
portant, the dramas are produced for
our own benefit and enjoyment and for
the pleasure they may afford others.
Considering these facts, destructive or
half-way criticism is out of place. We
need appreciation of our limitations
and understanding of our purpose.





But rather than be
Yea ted.
Give me a speck of
Chekhov.
What the heckov.
Let's go to the movies!
OUR CONTRIBUTOR'S COLUMN
THERE'S A THOUGHT!
How funny it is going to be
When no one uses currency;
And when you want to leave a tip
You'll have to tear a piece of scrip.
A PHILOSOPHIC CORRESPON-
DENCE IN A PHIL CLASS
J. to E. (not found in the Bible)
Oh write me a pome
Of Paris or Rome
Or the capitol dome
Or ho hum sweet home
—
Anything, dear, you want to take,




When he gave the apple to Venus.
Juno, Minerva
—
Well, they had their curva.
But oh, he shoulda seen us!
And Rome is built on seven hills
By Latin blood that berls
And that is why it's full of thrills
And has such romeing girls!
J. to E.
I cannot love a foreign clime
Unless you're with me all the timel
For you inspire my song and rhyme,
Which, after all, would be but slime
If not for you, my love sublime!
Tell me, sister, can you spare a dime?
E. to J.
The trouble is that we're so clever
There've been no other like us ever;
But cogito ergo sum,
Descartes was just a bum.
Home sweet ho hum
Two weeks to come!
PLAY PROTEST
To the Wellesley College News:
It is well known that the judges for
the Spring Informal competition gen-
erally consider that the average mem-
ber of the audience is incapable of ap-
preciating attempts at serious drama.
They feel justified, therefore, in disre-
garding the reception of the plays by
the audience as part of the grounds on
which they base their decision. It has
been their custom to avoid awarding
the prize to a comedy (I admit this has
not always been the case), presumably
not to discourage the production of
Maeterlinck, Yeats, et al.
Knowing this, the majority of the
audience was not so much surprised as
disgruntled at the final decision on
Saturday night. Granted that the av-
(Continued on Page 5, Col. 2 & 3)
ASPIRATION OF A NEWS-HOUND
IN BETWEEN VOCATION LECTURES
Oh to be an alley cat
And never turn your ankle.
Oh to be a buzzy gnat
Whom arguments can't wrankle;
Oh to be a wooley shad
(If only shad were wooley)
And walk along a line that had
At either end a pulley.
Oh to be a Mickey Mouse
And screw your tail around,
And live on top of someone's house
And stare down at the ground.
Oh to be a horse's toe
If only toes had horses
(Other way around you know
—
Or else look up the sources.)
Oh to be a prairie pig
(Some people call them dogs)
And never fear of getting bi:
Like ordinary hawgs.
I wish I were a tiwle skee
That prooms along the binkle
And climbs so high that all you see
Is just a little twinkle.
You see them every now and then
But don't know what they are
Because, as I will say again,
They're always up so far.
I wish I were a grigglo worm
That glooms and humps and stazes
But keeps its little tail quite Arm
To guide it through the mazes.
I wish I were a garden flngs.
A looq, a braf, a pren;
I wish I were a thousand things
Aside from me—Amen.













The Wellesley Concert Series was
closed with a song recital by Sophie
Braslau, contralto, in Alumnae Hall, on
Friday, March tenth. Her program
revealed her as a dramatic artist of
the first rank. She, herself, believes
that songs are fifty percent drama and
her selections seemed chosen in that
view.
Her first group was from classic
composers. Ah Perfido, by Beethoven,
in recitative style, gave an oportunity
to hear the rich, full middle and low
registers of her voice. The technical
exactions of Handel's Furibondo were
admirably managed except for a slight
strain in the top register.
The songs from modern composers
were well done. A Vocalise Etude, by
Ravel, written for the violin, but sung
an octave lower on the vowel a, was
interpreted in Spanish style. A love
story was told in the Debussy Fan-
toches, followed by a Sicilian folk-
song, Amuri-Amuri, by Sadero. In this
last song, a peasant is pouring out his
love for his lady to his unsympathetic
horse, whom he urges along gently.
The change of tone and feeling be-
tween the love lament and the soft
command was excellent. The rhythm
in the de Falla Joto and Polo was
artistically brought out. The accom-
panist, Inna Rublova, deserves men-
tion for her splendid cooperation in
this group.
Rachmaninoff has taken the so-
called fate motive from Beethoven's
Fifth Symphony and used it effectively
in his own song. Fate. Miss Braslau's
explanation of this composition, as
well as of the second group, added im-
mensely to the enjoyment of the audi-
ence. The motif, appearing with oc-
casional altered intervals, provides an
excellent web on which to weave the
gruesome story of Fate, as an old
woman grown wretched through the
misery she has brought to others.
The last group opened with To The
Sun, by Guion, which was interesting
in its epithets. Robinson's Water-
Boy, a story of the Georgia chain-
gang, was dramatically sung. Her in-
terpretation of the solo-refrain was es-
pecially good. One had the feeling
that Londonderry Air, in Kreisler's
arrangement, was sung somewhat too
dramatically to suit its simple melody.
The resonance of Miss Braslau's voice
was fully realized when she hummed.
The last number was Through The
Years, by Youmans, rather below the
standard of the rest of the program
in words and music.
The first encore, Schubert's The
Erlking, was one of the finest num-
bers. Her feeling for the different
characters and her skill in changing
her voice was unusually fine. The last
encore was / Passed By Your Window.
S. R. S„ '33
The outstanding piece of work was the
direction, under Kathryn Benedict.
It was unfortunate that it fell to the
freshmen to do Deirdre. The play
would be difficult for- any college group
to do, but it certainly needed more ex-
perienced handling than the freshmen
could be expected to show. Marian
Chapman, as Deirdre, stood above the
rest of the production. She played her
part delicately and made the character
of Deirdre stand out convincingly. All
the cast showed poise in going on in
the face of a discourteous audience.
The sophomore play, The Anniver-
sary, which was awarded honorable
mention, moved swiftly, never lagging
for a moment. The acting was evenly
convincing and done with all the humor
that the play demands. If there had
to be chief honors, they would go to
Ellen Knower for her portrayal of
Hirin, But every aspect of the play
from set to direction was somewhat
better than one would demand for an
informal production.
With the judges' decision, we agreed
to the extent that it was indeed hard
to choose between the juniors and
sophomores. But if parts of Inte-
rior were brilliant because they were
more impressive, the sophomores used
every opportunity which their play af-
forded. Our own opinion is that they
should have been recognized for it.
C. E. C, '33
heavy drama. The attempt of the jun-
iors proves it. The characters were
like so many stiff corpses with whining
voices. Why on earth was the cup
given to a production like this? Should
a poor attempt at morbid drama tri-
umph over a perfectly produced com-




(Continued From Page 4, Col. 4)
erage spectator is low-brow enough to
prefer comedy to symbolism, natural-
ism, and other earnest schools of the
drama, nevertheless the attitude of the
audience is the essential factor in the
ultimate success of any play. Granted
also that a comedy has more likeli-
hood of success and is easier to pro-
duce, still it does not excuse exclud-
ing it for a serious play which evokes
only yawns or roars of derision.
Had the Chekhov comedy been poorly
produced or badly acted, the decision
would have been justified. On the con-
trary, it was by far the most finished
production of the three. It was the
only one in which the men's parts
were taken with conviction, the only
one in which all the characters were
perfectly cast. It held the attention
every minute with its variety and
spontaneity. In contrast, the winning
play dragged inexcusably. The minor
monotone which most of the actors af-
fected left the audience supine. The
setting and lighting effects, however,
were superlative, and I wonder if it
was upon these the decision was based.
I felt that another injustice was done
by giving the Yeats play no mention,
although possibly the best piece of in-
dividual acting of the evening was done
in it. I will not quarrel here with the
Barn's unfortunate choice of plays, nor
with the futility of women trying to
play serious men's parts, nor with the
inevitable rudeness of the audience.
That has been done too often before
with no effect. I should only like to
protest against a decision which seemed
to me manifestly unfair.
J. H., '35
KNIGHTS OF OLDE
To the Wellesley College News:
How many of us during the past
year have awakened to the fact that
"the old order changeth, giving way
to the new" as much in Wellesley as
anywhere else? The passing of the old
order is often a cause for rejoicing,
not for regrets, yet we cannot help be-
moaning the sad fate of Alumnae Hall,
which not so long ago re-echoed to the
happy voices of Wellesley smokers. Of
the many privileges granted to us with-
in the past year or so, none has been
welcomed more eagerly than the privi-
lege of smoking in college dormitories.
Yet pause to reflect upon what this
new ruling has done to the social pres
tige of Alumnae Hall. It is no longe:
the social center it used to be; no
longer do students congregate there
for a smoke and a chat, or an hour or
two of concentrated effort enlivened
by the cheering companionship of a
cigarette. Of course, we can always
gather en masse in the library—but in





'29 Olive Grabill to Mr. Robert K.
Carr, Dartmouth, '29.
MARRIAGES
Ex-'23, Louisa Grayson, to Mr. Emory
Ferree, March 5. Address: North
Washington Avenue, Rochester, Pa.
'28 Lola Hoershelman to Mr. Ralph
D. Paine, Jr., March 7, in New York.
'30 Aileen Shaw to Mr. Roland Carl
Cardner, March 4, in Baltimore. Md.
'32 Julia Isabelle Bown to Mr. Ro-
bert Hood Barth, March 2. Address:
509 West Ellsworth' Street. Midland,
Michigan.
BIRTHS
'28 To Margaret McCoy Weiler, a
son and first child, March 3.
'29 To Barbara Everett Hayward, a
daughter, Nancy, March 7.
COLLEGE_NOTES
ENGAGEMENTS
Ex-'34, Marjorie Leopold, to Mr.
Nathan Rosenfeld,
BARN INFORMALS
On the whole, Saturday evening's
performance was creditable; in parts
it was remarkably good. The three
plays, Interior, by Materlinck, Yeats'
Deirdre, and Chekhov's The Anniver-
sary made a varied and worth-while
group for the Spring competition plays.
The Junior Play, Interior, was
awarded the cup. Dealing with the
interval between the death of a girl
and the breaking of the news to her
family, shown behind the window of
their home, while a group outside dis-
cusses the incident, it provided oppor-
tunity for both pantomime and vocal
acting. The family group was espe-
cially effective, although the cast in
the garden was adequate. The light-
ing and scenery were very well done.
MORE OF THE SAME
To the Wellesley College News:
Since I am a Junior, I think I have
every right to protest against the
awarding of the cup to the junior play
in the Spring Informals. I am no art
critic, but when our play, which was
so obviously a farce, got first place
over the perfectly delightful sophomore
play, I want to know what hidden mer-
its warranted it. Certainly it was not
its appropriateness. If the junior play
was "art for art's sake," someone cer-
tainly has an abnormal idea of what
art is. Anthony Dyer, a well-known
art critic, said that the test of real art
in painting was whether the people as
a whole would move in with it, whether
they would hang the pictures in the
houses and live with them. This test
can be applied to writing as well. Do
you think for a moment anyone would
have a copy of morbid Interior lying
around at home, just to pick up to read
at odd moments between dinner and
going to a party? I hope not.
If it were the type of play that could
ever be done successfully, still college






At this low price we give you
the same high quality of work
as this shop has always done. It
will pay you to bring all your
garments to be cleansed here.
B. L. KARTT
Ladies' Tailor and Cleanser
Wei. sq. next to Liggett's
Tel. Wei. 0217-M
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST
Waban Block Wellesley Sq
Tel. Wei. 0566-W
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Juniors' sizes in this
broad shouldered, leg-o-
mutton sleeved, double
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Brush wool cardigan and V
or round necked slip-on, so
good looking that you'd
probably buy them sepa-
rately and pay much more
than $7.95 for them—AND
in addition there's a slim,
smart pleated skirt Brushed
wool. $7.95.
Coral, Lime, Beige, Blue
Misses Sizes
Ring Lizard Oxfords in our little shoe shop at $6.00




(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)
taigne and symbolized by his motto,
"Que sais-Je?" He was not a bad citi-
zen, yet he was far from being enthus-
iastically patriotic, as the famous story
of the Bordeaux plague testifies. He
spent much of his time in sincere self-
analysis, in spite of contemporary so-
cial convention which maintained that
it was "bad form" to' be too much Inter-
ested in one's self.
Montaigne's greatness lies in the fact
that he thought with freedom, yet con-
fined himself to truth. He Invented
nothing. He depended upon the evi-
dence of his senses and upon reason,
and derived his philosophy therefrom.
His philosophy of death, new and strik-
ing though it is, in no way exceeds the
normal bounds of logic, according to
M. Guy. It Is built upon as true pre-
cepts as can be found, and is workable
for men of all times. Montaigne would
have been a great man, whenever he
had lived. His background serves only




(Continued From Page 1, Col. 4)
voice, but my grandfather was very
much set against the stage, and would
not hear of his making a career of
music. He insisted on his choosing a
more conventional profession, so my
father entered medicine, but he was de-
termined that if a child of his had any
talent whatsoever, he or she should
develop it. In fact, he was so anxious
the Vocalise Stude on my last night's
program."
Miss Braslau has sung in all the big-
gest cities and on the most important
courses in this country and abroad.
A year ago last May she made her
most recent appearance in Europe, as
well as her first in Holland, when she
accompanied Mengelberg on a tour of
Rotterdam, Amsterdam, Harlem and
the Hague and was paid the highest
tribute of all—that of having the en-
tire audience rise as one at the end
of the program.
When asked about the individuals





Welleflley Sauare Phone 1900
PROFESSOR SPEAKS
ON BANKING CRISIS
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 3)
mands were met by the cash on hand
and by Federal Reserve notes. Thus
on the very days when people were
complaining of a shortage of money,
there was actually $1,800,000,000 more
than has ever before been in circulation
at one time in this country. Much of
this money was then converted into
gold either for hoarding or for expor-
tation.
The reason for this sudden loss of
confidence Mr. Smith ascribes to a
lack of confidence in the whole pres-
ent economic situation, which he in
turn explains on the basis of a num-
ber of factors: In the first place,
nothing has been done recently to solve
the international problems of the de-
pression, such as war debts, payment
of which by Great Britain resulted in
a depression of sterling exchange and
a consequent lowering of the price of
wheat; further lowering of the gener-
al price level; and continued barriers
to international trade. Second, Con-
gress has so far been unable to cope
with the domestic problems of
strengthening the banking system and
balancing the budget. Third, the slight
rally felt in business last summer and
fall has not been sustained. Fourth,
there has been an unsettling influence
most charming and cultured people
you meet are fairly much alike any-
where? Nationality does not seem to
have anything to do with it."







that such should be the case that I she met there, the singer characterized
think he must have willed my musical them as "perfectly delightful." "But,"
ability into me. I was started at piano She added, "don't you think that the
lessons when I was five and a half.
I was not at all interested at first, but
there was no choice about It. Mother
used to sit by me for hours while I
practiced to see that I didn't read while
doing my scales. I think that the
modern idea of not forcing a child to
study music unless they are anxious to
is ridiculous—no youngster can have
any idea what it may mean to him
later on. By the time I was twelve I
could play the piano scores of most
operas and symphonies. My parents
had started taking me to the opera
and to concerts—at the age of seven
—
they were all at night, since matinees |
were not at all common then, but
they considered it an essential part of
my education.
"When I was twelve a teacher at my
school who was interested in me re-
marked that my voice stood out above
the others in assembly, and that I
should have it trained. Naturally my i
parents were not long in following I
this suggestion, and my life became
more and more apart from that of I
other children. I did not have time'
to play with girls my own age, but
spent all my spare moments when not
|
pmcticing or with my governess, with
my books and dolls. My mother's and
father's friends were the only people
I saw, and as a result I grew up old
for my age but very shy.
"Of all the singers I heard, the one
whom I admired the most was Mme.
Schumann-Heink. Her voice and her
use of it seemed absolutely perfection
to me, and when my own lowered from
a dramatic soprano to a dramatic con-
tralto, as it did before very long, my
aim was to pattern exactly after her
singing. As a matter of fact, my ef-
forts must have had some direct re-
sult, for my voice has been compared
to hers, and she herself, whom I have
since known as a charming personality
as well as a great artist, has expressed






Dinner Dance every Wednesday Night
No extra cover charge
Edmonds Road, off Bonte 126
At Nohscot 4 Corners
By this time the
from the publicity given loans made by entirely gotten over her first qualms
and asked when Miss Braslau hadthe Reconstruction Finance Corpor-
ation, and knowledge that such loans
were made has tended to undermine
confidence in the banks helped. Last,
the unfortunate mismanagement of the
National City Bank of N. Y. served
to cast suspicion on other banks.
Up to recent months, however, bank
failures had been limited largely to
small rural banks, and it was only when
banks in such centers as St. Louis, New
Orleans, and Detroit failed that pub-
lic distrust was generally aroused. The
serious situation began in Michigan
when liquid assets were sold to pay off
the depositor. It was seen that the
program could continue only with
severe losses and the failure of several
banks, which would create runs on the
others, so a holiday was declared. The
fear spread throughout the country,
and resulted in one holiday after an-
made her debut.
"I was still in my 'teens when I
made my first appearance. Oddly
enough, it was in a Russian opera,
Boris Gudonov, with Toscanini con-
ducting. Incidentally, he gave me
what I consider one of the greatest
honors I have ever received, by select-
ing me as the very first soloist to
sing with his Philharmonic Orchestra
four years ago.
"Soon I had made my audition at
the Metropolitan, along with seven-
teen other hopeful candidates. It was
the end of the season, and I remember
the house was all hung with white
canvas. Gatti-Casazza and some oth-
ers were out in front, and I walked
across that enormous stage, hugging
the scores of Carmen and Die Rhein-
gold to me, and feeling extremely
other. The strain was concentrated in sman and insignificant. As soon as I
New York, as depositors from all over had finished singing, before any of
the country drew on the New York
banks to meet payrolls and other ex-
penses, and much gold was withdrawn
to be shipped abroad. The New York
banks therefore declared a holiday, fol-
lowed by New England, until at last a
national moratorium and gold embargo
was declared by President Roosevelt.
Mr. Smith suggested in conclusion a
few ways to prevent recurrence of the
present situation: a more unified bank-
ing system; branch banking, which in
Canada and Great Britain has seem-
ingly done away with bank failures;
larger capital requirements, to do away
with the small banks which provide
the greatest number of failures; sepa-
ration of banking and investment; and
limitation of real estate loans, particu-
larly in the West.
the others sang, the manager came out
backstage and offered me a five-year
contract. I rode home on the very
edge of the taxi seat, nearly beside
myself with excitement and impa-
tience to tell my family the wonderful
news.
"I stayed at the Met seven years, at
the end of which time I realized how
much simpler and wider the field of
concert work was. I have done it ex-
clusively since then. I haven't yet
considered returning to opera, but I
may eventually, for I do love the
stress on the dramatic side of music
which is, of course, most marked
there. In choosing recital numbers I
always do so with an eye to the dra-
matic content or possibilities in the
songs, such as the Amuri-Amuri and
$16.75
A Feature Price for a
Genuine Harris Tweed!
Imagine .' A genuine Harris
Tweed coat (that you've longed
for) for only $16.75! Smart
styles in English and Heather
Brown.
Also:
A Smart Collection of
New Spring Suits
ready for your choosing
Do come in and see these chic
1933 suits! Individually styled
for Miss and Matron.
Glamor in the New
I. MILLER
Spring Shoes
Flattering I. Miller creations
in the newest colors—grey,
beige and spring shades. Smart
watersnakes, java lizards and
pythons. And remember 1 I.
Miller shoes are priced lower
than they've been in years!
Gross Strauss - 1. Miller
19 and 21 Central St, WelJesley









of a Saturday afternoon, yon
may listen and dance to the de-
lightful music of Meyer Davis1





You are cordially Invited to visit
the Bride's Model Apartment
(Suite 201) and, if yon wish,
consult Marian Porter about the
Copley-Plaza Bridal Service,
LIVE inFRENCH
ffElJUE Residential Summer School
fy'W (co-educationah in the heart
™Cy of French Canada. Old Coun-
<<&y try French staff. Only
French spoken. Elementary,
Intermediate, Advanced. Cer-
tificate or College Credit.
French entertainments,
sight-seeing sports, etc.
Fee SI 50, Hoard and Tuition.
June 26—July 29. Write for






When yon see Niagara Fails
on thepackage,youKNOW
you have Shredded Wheat.
SHREDDED WHEAT is all the
wheat. All its nourishing
goodness. All the bran that
Nature provides. And in a most
delightful form . . . readycooked,
ready-to-eat biscuitswith a satis-
fying out-like flavor. Try some
for breakfast, for a bed-time
bite. Easy to digest. Just ask for
Shredded Wheat and a bowlful
of milk or cream. A sustaining




ALL THE WHEAT ... ALL THE BRAN
THE NATURAL ENERGY FOOD
MADE BY NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY Uneeda Bakers
WELLE SLEY COLLEGE NEWS
BiWiofile
Strangers and Sojourners at Port
Royal By Ruth Clark. (New York,
The Macmillan Company, 1932.
$4.75)
.
The following review appeared in
the Boston Evening Transcript:
"Professor Clark herself calls the
character of the book 'episodic' Tech-
nically the term may be correct, for
almost all the chapters could be read
separately as sketches of the various
phases of the connection between Eng-
land, Ireland, and Scotland and the
religious cult it took the united pow-
ers of four successive Popes, Louis
XIV of France and the Society of
Jesus to suppress and finally exter-
minate. The chapters are like the
scenes of a pageant: each is an entity,
yet each is needed to make the picture
complete. The data used are from
three sources : from French records
making it possible to write about va-
rious men and women who came under
the influence of the Jansenlsts. espe-
cially those of Port Royal des Champs
which has been immortalized by the
fame of its illustrious inmates, Ar-
nauld, Pascal, de Sacy, Nicole, and
Lancelot ; from Protestant English
memoirs, letters, and translations
from Jansenist writings; and from re-
cords of the Roman Catholics of the
British Islands, at that time.
"Professor Clark begins the story
at Luvain where, in the early sixteen
hundreds, studied and wrote the Irish
Franciscan, Florence Conry, Arch-
bishop of Tuam. Studying and writ-
ing there at the same time was the
Dutch Cornelius Jansen, theologian
and bishop of Ypres. Both were study-
ing the same thing, St. Augustine's doc-
trines of grace and predestination.
Professor Clark suggests that as the
reason why Jansen was on his guard
with the Irish prelate, 'and somewhat
uneasy on the subject of his fellow en-
thusiast.' Conry's book, Peregrinus Jeri-
chuntinus, concerning man's fall from
grace and his redemption, was refused
the sanction of the Pope. In it Conry
grimly condemned the 'error of those
j
compassionate folk who exempted lit-
!
tie children from the fires of hell and i
thus challenged the doctrine of original
sin.' The book was published in 1624,
however, was many times reprinted,
and in 1640, when both Conry and
Jansen were dead, was published as
an appendix to the Augustinus of Jan-
sen, that fateful book whence sprang
years of religious strife, and that cult
of Jansenism supported by a party in
the Roman Catholic Church, who in
opposition to the Jesuits maintained
the Augustan principle of the sovereign
nature of divine grace. Stories follow
of the early days of the Jansenists at
Port Royal des Champs, the focus of
the cult and where at one time, as con-
fessor to the saintly abbess of the con-
vent, La Mere Angelique (a sister of the
great Arnauld) was the English 'Pere
Pembroke,' and the help given exiled
English and Scottish Catholics by the
nuns of Port Royal and by the scholar-
ly men who found there a sanctuary
where they could write in safety their
defense of Jansenism.
"With the death in 1679 of Madame
de Longueville, the great Conde's sis-
ter, and the most influential friend the
Jansenlsts had at court, Louis XTV'fi
strictures against them became even
more severe. Arnauld, a doctor of the
Sorbonne, and religious director of the
Port Royal, was expelled from the Sor-
bonne, excommunicated and banished
from France (Pascal with him), and
took refuge in Brussels where he died
in 1694. Another chapter discloses the
connection of the English Catholics at
the college of Douay with Jansenism.
Another makes known the activities of
John Evelyn in the translation of va-
rious Jansenist publications as well
as of others directed against that cult.
"To the general reader it is probable
that the chapters given to the rela-
tions between the court of the exiled
James II of England and St. Germain
and the Jansenists will be most Inter-
esting. Among these English exiles, wag
the beautiful Elizabeth Hamilton,
Countess de Gramont, openly sympa-
thetic to Jansenism, even braving the
displeasure of Louis XIV to protest his
edicts against it. She is the Madame
de Oramont of whom Madame de
Sevigne writes as having burned her
hand the night before while making
chocolate in the fireplace of Madame
de Maintenon's bedroom at Versailles.
"Professor Clark flashed a gleam of
the eternal feminine through her story
of Madame de Gramont's quiet defiance
of a king utterly unaccustomed to be-
ing defied in any fashion. For she
realizes that it was said at the time
I
that the estimable de Maintenon, Jeal-
ous of the king's sincere friendliness
toward Madame de Gramont, brought
to his attention as often as possible the
j
reprehensible sympathy of that charm-
ing English exile for the persecuted
!
Jansenists. In the concluding chap-
ter. Latter Day Friends, Professor!
Clark tells of Hannah More's admira-
tion for Port Royal and its great writ- ,
ers.
"There are very many other anec-
:
dotal gleams slanting through the se-
rious pages of a study no one inter-
ested in the development of religious
liberty should neglect to read."
Let the Hurricane Roar by Rose
Wilder Lane, Longmans, Green and
Co.
In these days of depression and fear
it is good for us sometimes to be re-
minded of the hardships and dangers
which our ancestors faced and con-
quered in opening up this country.
Such is the effect of Rose Wilder
Lane's novel, Let the Hurricane Roar.
It is primarily a story about Ameri-
cans for Americans, striking deep into
the roots of our national life.
Charles and Caroline, newly mar-
ried and young, move west to take up
a homestead in the fertile new coun-
try of the Dakotas. Their equipment,
pitifully inadequate to our modern
eyes, consists of a wagon and team,
two blankets, two pillows, a cooking
pot and pan and skillet, patchwork
quilts, a gun, the Bible, and a copy of
Tennyson's poems. Their first home is
a dugout on the homestead, ten miles
from the nearest town and neighbors.
It is here that Caroline's baby is born
on her seventeenth birthday, while a
Dakota blizzard rages outside.
In the spring Charles plants a crop
of wheat, and the promise is bright
for the future. But a plague of grass-
hoppers devastates the entire region,
and they are left with their crop de-
stroyed, with debts to be paid, and
with no money to buy supplies for the
winter or seed for the next spring.
Charles goes east to find work, and
Caroline is left alone on the home-
stead, with a young baby to care for,
and no means of reaching the dis-
tant town. When Charles Is unable
to return before winter because of an
injury to his leg, she remains to pro-
tect their farm from possible claim-
jumpers, facing the rigours of a
prairie winter, and the dangers of
ravenous wolves and still wilder out-
laws. Alone with the baby, she learns
the gay course of necessity, and sees
through the perils of that lonely win-
ter until Charles returns.
It is unfortunate that Miss Lane
has not sufficiently developed her char-
acters. They remain types rather than
individuals throughout the entire book.
As a result, the story is somewhat ex-
ternalized, and we do not enter so ap-
preciatively into the difficulties which
Charles and Caroline face. The hu-
manizing element is lacking.
Miss Lane's style is ever clear and
direct, but sometimes, especially toward
the beginning of the book, it is marred
by an abruptness, a jarring uneven-
ness. It seems the result of a too great
striving for simplicity, which some-
times, instead of remaining unobtru-
sive, forces itself unpleasantly on the
reader's attention. Toward the end of
the book, however, the style improves.
It is more varied, more colored, more
smooth and flowing, and consequently
more pleasing.
For those who are tired of ultra-
sophistication, of brittle smartness and
modernity, this book is recommended
for a pleasant hour's reading.
O. L. B., '34
C. A. TAKES PART
IN STUDENT RALLY
On March 5th in Phillips Brooka
House at Harvard a group of young
people from colleges and churches In
and around Boston, including 28 stu-
dents from Wellesley, gathered to dis-
cuss the Laymen's Inquiry into For-
eign Missions, and World Trends of
Thought, under the auspices of the
Committee to Explore the Possibility
of a United Student Christian Move-
ment in New England,
Mrs. William Hocking, the wife of
the modern philosopher and likewise a
member of the Laymen's Commission,
presented her share of the investiga-
tion, under the topic Education in the
Orient. The Laymen's report is the
result of an investigation, sponsored
by John D. Rockefeller, Jr., to deter-
mine whether foreign missions should
be continued; if so. what changes in
program and personnel are necessary;
whether denominational distinctions
should be maintained either on the
foreign field or at the home base;
and, what the attitude of Pro-
testant Christianity toward non-Chris-
tian religions should be.
Mrs. Hocking emphasized the fact
that we must go in an attitude of co-
operation rather than of domination;
that we must be willing to learn as
well as merely to teach; that we must
refrain from cultural, as well as from
economic and political imperialism.
Mrs. Hocking's conclusion was that If
we could bind different civilizations to-
gether by a "web of moral unity" mis-
sions would have fulfilled their aim.
Dr. Hocking supplemented what
Mrs. Hocking had said, and answered
questions which were put to him. One
point which he brought out was the
fact that there is more cooperation
among missionaries in the field than
there is among the home groups. This
cooperation is especially evident in the
fields of education and medicine, and
proves that such cooperation would be
feasible along more extensive lines.
Another point which Dr. Hocking
brought out is the fact that, while the
church as a Christian institution can-
not take any specific attitude toward
political and economic systems or
changes, each Christian should under-
stand his own situation and obliga-
tions.
At the first afternopn session Dr.
Walter Kotschnig, the general secretary
of International Student Service, spoke
on World Trends of Thought, empha-
sizing conditions in Germany, France,
Great Britain, Jugoslavia, and the
United States. Dr. Kotschnig was
hifhself a student in Austria after the
World War, and was so impressed by
the aid given to him and his fellow
students by American students that he
has since devoted himself to working
toward international understanding
among students. Dr. Kotschnig said
that the incompetence of missions is
due, not primarily to failure of the
individual missionary, but to the con-
fusion which today dominates every
country from which missionaries are
sent out. This confusion is due to the
lack of a common philosophy, or "web
of moral unity," which even National-
ism and Communism do not replace.
Although Christianity is innately ade-
quate to be this common philosophy,
the fault lies in the Christian of to-
day. He is too emotional, too little given
to intelligent study and understanding.
As Christians we must first observe,
then seek to understand situations,
for then only are we competent to act
intelligently. In order to attain such
intelligent action in international af-
fairs, we must first understand and
deal with our own local and national
problems. For instance, too many pa-
cifists have simply prided themselves
on their allegiance to the pacifists
groups' attitude in condemning war.
They should rather seek to prevent war
by taking positive action to build up
the foundations in international un-
derstanding and harmony.
In the closing session Dr. Basil
Matthews, also an international figure,
put before us the relation which we
as Christians should have to the world
In which we live. The older order was
harmonious, but lacked progress. The
new order is undoubtedly progressive
but lacks harmony. Christianity can
provide this harmony,, or common phil-
osophy, or web of moral unity, as we
choose to call it, but only if it partakes
of the same enthusiasm which char-
acterizes the unharmonious movements.
such as Fascism, Communism, and In-
dian Nationalism.
We had come together for this one-
day conference as young people who
feel that as Christian students we i
should think and work toward a com-
mon goal. Is it not in just such gath- I
erings as this conference that we as '
students can take a definite stand on
these and other equally pertinent I
questions? Because the Committee to
|
Explore the Possibility of a United
I
Student Christian Movement in New
England feels that this is so, it is
sponsoring such meetings, and at-
tempting to bridge the gap between
college and parish groups, as well as





The Wellesley Unemployment Com-
mittee is planning and supervising en-
tertainments for settlement houses in
and near Boston. Jeanette Sayre, In
charge of this work, wants to give as
many programs as possible between
now and April, depending on the plans
of the settlement houses and the
time that Wellesley talent can give.
A program was put on at Norfolk
House, Roxbury, Saturday, March 9.
It consisted of monologues by Lillian
Libman, violin solos by Virginia James,
piano solos by Shirley Smith, and danc-
ing by Janet Brown.
MORE THAN A QUARTER CENTURY
has passed since the Wellesley National Bank first began
to serve the students of Wellesley College.
It is a source of great satisfaction to us that many
students continue to bank with us after graduation, a
striking testimonial to the quality of the service
rendered.
May we not serve you also?











X OU can receive or send
shipments at your "dorm" or
wherever else you may live in
Wellesley, at no extra charge.
Quick, reliable through service is provided by this long-
established system, to or from college and your own home
town.
For good service, 'phone 1153-M
Railway Express Agency, Inc.
Crest Road Wellesley, Mass.
Tee Off With Spring
At Pinehurst N. C
A vacation in the sunny warmth of a Pinehurst
Spring costs little. But it will give you a lot of
fun and put you in first class condition.
Bleak days will be a thing of the past at golf, rid-
ing or other spoils when Nature is awakening to
her full beauty at Pinehurst.
You'll find there a host of other college students
attracted by the special program of sport tourna-
ments of national importance.
Howard Lanin and his orchestra wUl be on hand
at the Pinehurst Country Club and the Carolina
Hotel.
Pinehurst's nearness (only 15 hours from New
York City and 9 from Washington, D. C.) and
Its low hotel rates are important
considerations if you desire to£}
combine pleasure with economy
We suggest that you write
General Office, Pinehurst,








Thursday. March 16: *8:15 A. M. Morn-
ing Chapel. Elizabeth Clark, "33, will lead.
Friday, March 17: '8:15 A. M. Mornmir
Chapel. Mrs. Ewing will lead.
•4:40 P. M. Billinm Hall. Students*
4 -40 P M. Zeta Alpha House. Meeting
of Cfrculo Castcllano. El senor Jose Onate,
guest speaker. „ ., ,,
7 :30 P. M. Phi Sigma House. Mathe-
matics Club Meeting.
7-30 P. M. Tau Zeta Epsilon House. Meet-
ing 'of Alliance Francaise.
•7
-30 P M. Room 24. Founders Hall.
Open meeting of the International Relations
Club, with reports on the Model League of
Saturday, March 18: *8:15 A. M. Morn-
ing Chapel. Dean Knapp will lead.
*g-00 P M. Alumnae Hall. rlKai
TALKING MOVIE AT COLLEGE. "The
Bitter Tea of General Yen," also Mickey
Mouse. Tickets, 25 cents, on sale Wcdncs-
day. March IB, in Room 30. from 8:30 - 11:30
A. M.. and at the box offioe the night of the
performance. „
Sunday. March 19: -11:00 A M. Memo-
rial Chapel. Preacher. Rev. Remhold Niebuhr.
Union Theological Seminary, New York City.
-4
-30 P M. Memorial Chapel. Organ
Recital by Mr. Greene. Hit n ''°" r !lm„wV i
include works by Handel, Pachelbel. *>"*•
Schumann. Tschaikowsky, Karg-Elcrt, Widor.
and Boellmann.
7
-30 P. M. Tower Court. All College
Vespers. Rev. Mr. Niebuhr will speak.
(Christian Association).
Monday. March 20: *S:lfi A. M. Morn-
ing Chapel. President Pendleton will lead.
Tuesday. March 21: *8:15 A. M. Morn-
ing Chapel. Miss Ottley will lead.
•4:40 P. M. Tau Zeta Epsilon House. Miss
Dorris S. Hough of the Leadership Stall of the ,
Girl Scouts will speak on "Professional Pos-
sibilities in Girl Scouting." Tea served at
4-15 (Committee on Vocational Information*.
Wednesday, March 22: «8:I6 A M. Morn-
ing Chapel. Professor French will lead.
2 -00 P M Tower Court, Bridge Party for
the 'benefit of The Wellesley Students' Aid
Society under the auspices of the Boston Wcl-
Icsley College Club. Tickets, $.7o (TaMes S3),
may be secured at the Alumnae Office, l'or
tho-M; who do not play bridge, Miss Thillayam-
palam. Visiting Professor in Zoology from
India, will speak on "The Women of India.
NOTES- »WELLESLEY. COLLEGE ART
MUSEUM—Exhibition of the Work of Art
Students and Craftsmen at Newcomb College,
New Orleans, until March 20. „_„____ _
•WELLESLEY COLLEGE LIBRARY—Ex-
hibition of books belonging to students. Ex-
hibition Hall and Treasure Room.
•4
-45 P. M. Sunday. March 19. St.
Andrew's Episcopal Church. The Rev. William
Bradner, Rector of Grace Church. Medford,
will preach. Subject : Shepherd and Com-
forter. , ..
(Lenten Services under the auspices of ttie
Episcopal Club of the College).
•Open to the Public.
STUDENTS SEND AID
TO NEEDY PARENTS
There has been one, and only one,
topic of conversation in the world at
large during the last two weeks. The
college has emerged from its prover-
bially secluded atmosphere to deal lo-
quaciously with a subject dear to the
pocketbooks of all adherents of Howard
Scott's denounced "price system." The
theme has not been confined to any one
faction but is discussed alike by faculty
and students, in the classroom, at the
dining table, in the intimate sanctums
of the dormitories. The dearth of
wealth has restricted the number of
telephone calls to the outside world,
it has involved sending penny postals
to families instead of letters which
would require another two cents, it has
diminished the returns of bake shops
and confectionery stores.
Hair seems to constitute one of the
acute problems of the college girl dur-
ing the bank holiday. There is a no-
ticeable lack of tightly set waves and
an increasing number of home-made
coiffures, with the undulations often
askew and going in the wrong direc-
tions. One girl has taken to putting
her hair up because she didn't have
the price of a hair cut, while her next
door neighbor on the other hand
wears hers long because she lost her
pins in some strange manner and a
new package would cost a cherished
dime.
Frequent requests for toothpaste have
been heard in the corridors, and soap
has, during this interesting two weeks,
had a habit of disappearing, if careless-
ly left for a few moments in the show-
er. But it is not only these articles
for which some feel a greater need
than others. Innumerable essentials,
for which the borrower had pressing
need and was unable to obtain for
herself, constitute the list of the miss-
ing. One house bulletin board posts
notices for the following objects whose
immediate return is urgently requested:
one pair of hose, an umbrella, a livid
pink wash cloth, one tooth brush
(particularly new), and a lone gym
stocking.
But in spite of these apparent diffi-
culties most girls are rejoicing that
they are here in college where they
can get three square meals a day. Fam-
ilies, it seems, have been having their
troubles too. One father plaintively in-
formed his daughter that he didn't
have enough money to go to the movies
where he might take his mind off his
troubles. The pooled interests of an-
other family of seven amounted to
twenty-six cents. Still another among
these pathetic cases is the student's
family who wrote that at home they
were living on shredded wheat and a
peck of potatoes they had found hid-
den away in the cellar. But perhaps
we can sympathize best with the poor
student who wrote her family that
neither she nor her friends had any
money to buy the food they had be-
come so accustomed to eating between
meals. Such a sorry plight demanded
quick action and almost by return mail
she received six hard boiled eggs.
These straitened circumstances can-
not last long, but they will undoubted-
ly furnish amusing tales of experience
with hardship. They will, at least, sup-
ply a ready answer to the question,
"Grandma, tell me a story about when




Contoure Facials and Cosmetics
Colonial Bldff. Wei. 1290
ILLUSION:
In India, the fakirs present a spectacle to tourists.
Two lovely performers break bottles and lamp
chimneys before the eyes of the audience, and throw
the jagged pieces into a box already filled with
broken glass. They step barefooted into the box
and do an Oriental dance in the glass without io-
jury.
EXPLANATION:
The performers toughen their feet in a strong so-
lution of alum water and thoroughly rub them
with pulverized resin before they appear. They
throw the freshly broken glass around the edges of
the platform. The glass on which they actually do
dance is very thick, heavy, and filed or ground so
that the sharp edges are rounded off. The girls
just pretend to dance on the sharp glass.
Source: "Magic Stage Illusions and Scientific Diversions"
by Albert A. Hopkins, Muitn & Co., New York,
It's tujv to btjFoottb
...it's moat tujvto &row
•~j
One of the tricks of cigarette advertis-
ing is to pretend that"HeatTreatment"
is an exclusive process,making one cig-
arette better than any other.
EXPLANATION: A //cigarette manu-
facturers use heat treatment. It is a
routine process of manufacture. The
first Camel cigarette ever made was
manufactured under the heat-treating
process. Every one of the billions of
Camels produced since has received
the necessary heat treatment.
Harsh, raw tobaccos require inten*
sive processing under high tempera-
tures. The more expensive tobaccos,
which are naturally mild, call for only
a moderate application of heat. Heat
treatment never can make cheap, in-
ferior tobacco good.
It is a fact, well known by
leaf tobacco experts, that
Camels are made from finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccos than
any other popular brand.
This is the most important statement
ever made in a cigarette advertisement.
Weigh its words. Consider what it
means. Then try Camels.





IN A MATCHLESS BLEND
